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DON McCAIN. 12/20/2012. Don went to work at Shelby
American in 1964 as one of their regional sales managers for
the new GT350 that was being produced. He was assigned the
west coast of the U.S. He was also an avid drag racer and after
seeing the Dragonsnake Cobra that was created by some of
the guys in the Cobra production shop, he was able to get the
ear of Shelby American’s director of public relations, Max
Muhleman. In April they put together a formal proposal and
walked it upstairs. The idea was kicked around and finally
approved in July. Shelby American supplied a car to McCain
who prepared it on his own time. He promoted a set of drag
slicks from Goodyear and got technical help from famed drag
racer Les Ritchey. The first car was sold a few days after Mc-
Cain finished testing it—and setting the B/Sp record at Lions
Drag Strip. He subsequently sold three more 1965 drag cars
(and four 1966 models). One of the 1965 cars was purchased
by Mel Burns Ford in Long Beach and McCain drove it for
two years. He went to work at Mel Burns as performance
sales manager and in an attempt to add Mel Burns to the list
of dealers building super performance cars of their own, came
up with the 1967 GT500 “Super Snake.” Using a lightweight
GT40 MK II engine with aluminum heads, a 780 Holley, oil
cooler, unique bundle-of-snakes headers and all of the go-fast
equipment that could be added, the sticker price was calcu-
lated to be around $7,500—more than a new 427 Cobra road-
ster. That pretty much killed the project. Fifty cars had been
planned but only the first one was made. After he left Mel
Burns he went to work for performance dealer Dana Chevro-
let. He also worked for Cragar and Edelbrock before joining
Carroll Shelby in his engine manufacturing facility in Gar-
dena in the 1990s. His knowledge of manufacturing, market-
ing and the performance industry in general proved to be
invaluable to Shelby as the fledgling company got off the
ground. Don spoke at SAAC-9 in Anaheim and also attended
numerous Shelby American employee reunions. He was still
employed by Shelby at the time of his death.

DENNIS FREISEN. 1/11/2013. Dennis was an early SAAC member from Ab-
botsford, British Columbia, Canada. He was the fourth owner of 6S130. The
original owner was from Champaign, Illinois, so the car wasn’t always owned
by a Canadian. When he bought it 1975 it had 98,000 miles. By 2008 he had
only added an additional 15,000 easy miles. He was 64 when he passed away
after a long battle with kidney disease.
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PHIL REMINGTON. 2/28/2013. If there was one individual who could be singled
out as being most responsible for Shelby American’s Cobra and GT40 successes, that
man would be Phil Remington. He was always interested in cars and making them
go faster, and growing up in Southern California was the perfect hothouse. In the
1930s he was making his ‘34 Ford convertible faster and was a member of one of the
first car clubs in the Los Angeles basin. He was attracted to dry lakes competition
which was speed for speed’s sake. Like most involved with automobiles, he taught
himself everything, including how to weld. He became aware he had a unique me-
chanical ability. His natural curiosity of anything mechanical and a fearlessness to
experiment were natural assets. World War II sliced into his life, like many others
his age, and with two years of junior college behind him he soon found himself as the
flight engineer on a four-engined B-24 Liberator heavy bomber in the Pacific cam-
paign, responsible for the mechanical aspects of the aircraft while it was in the air.
He learned to make fast decisions under pressure and was rewarded with confidence
that would follow him through the rest of his life. After the war he went back to college
under the G.I. Bill but his wartime experiences had hardened him and made it diffi-
cult to adjust to a classroom. The dry lakes called. He went to work in fabrication

and specialized in building race cars, mostly for circle tracks
and Indianapolis. Rem excelled at this and absorbed knowl-
edge like a sponge. In the early 1950s he went to work for Ster-
ling Edwards, who wanted to build his own sports car. It was
difficult in a small shop with a small budget and Edwards’ cars
were not successful. Rem then went to work for Stu Hilborn
and learned about fuel injection. Then he worked in a series of
fabrication and race shops until he was hired by Lance Revent-
low to build his Scarab race cars. A combination of financial
hemorrhaging and loss of interest closed Reventlow’s doors but
a transplanted Texan with the idea of building his own car
stuck his foot in the door. Carroll Shelby leased the building
all of the tools and equipment and offered Rem a job as the
shop foreman. He never moved his toolbox. The Cobras re-
quired just about every piece to be strengthened and re-engi-
neered and Rem had a fix for everything. Often he had the fix
in mind before the part failed. He was a genius. In the Cobra
race shop the mechanics gave almost everyone a nickname
(usually used only behind someone’s back). Rem was “STP”—
Super Twitchy Phil, because when he encountered a problem
he could not immediately solve he became anxious and moved
quicker than normal, and without his characteristic precision.
He guided the GT40s through their teething problems and was
one of the last to leave when Shelby’s closed down. He went to
work for Dan Gurney’s All American Racers where he worked
until he passed away. He was an icon, mentor and guiding force
there for more than 40 years. Everyone who was lucky enough
to know him considered themselves fortunate to have had that
opportunity. He was 92 when he passed away.
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GEORGE BARTELL. 3/23/13.  There are probably not many SAAC members
who don’t know who George Bartell was. Interested in cars all of his life, he
was an early Cobra afficionado—and subsequently, an owner. As a young il-
lustrator he could barely afford the car, but his friend from the Art Center Col-
lege of Design in Los Angeles, Peter Brock, became his enabler. When Shelby
American needed artwork, Brock turned to Bartell. He did anything that was
needed, and illustrated Cobras and Shelbys for all forms of advertising, posters
and owners manuals. The blue Cobra Daytona Coupe poster, done by Bartell
following Shelby American’s World Manufacturer’s Championship victory, is
probably the best known Cobra poster. However, many Cobra and Shelby own-
ers and enthusiasts are not aware that the Cobra stuff was just a small portion
of George Bartell’s body of work. He created art for NASCAR, the NFL and
corporate clients including a series of offshore racing boats, book and record
album covers. He used all types of media, often combining them for stunning
affect. Most of his automotive illustrations showed the cars in a blur of motion.
In recent years he enjoyed interacting with Cobras again, setting up a small
studio in a corner of Mike McCluskey’s shop. When he needed to take a break
to refresh his energies, he was able to take a Cobra out for a drive. He was liv-
ing in a perfect world. He attended west coast SAAC conventions which
brought him into contact with a large number of individuals who appreciated
his work and were able to let him know it in person. In the last year or so his
health began to deteriorate. He was 79 when he passed away.

BILL EATON. 4/14/2013. Bill was
one of Shelby American’s most tal-
ented fabricators. An expatriate Eng-
lishman who had graduated from the
Rolls Royce technical school, became
to the U.S. and joined Shelby Ameri-
can early on, in 1963. Being a good
mechanic wasn’t enough to accompany
team cars to the races—you had to be
a fabricator and a problem-solver. Bill
was both. He was popular with his
team members and possessed a great
sense of humor. One of his “moments” 

in history was at LeMans in 1967.  J-6 was driven by Bruce McLaren and Mark
Donohue. By Sunday morning they were running fifth; McLaren was driving. On
the Mulsanne Straight the rear body panel flew off. McLaren pulled off and re-
trieved the tail section and drove the car slowly back to the pits where it was reat-
tached. Racer’s tape wasn’t enough. The LeMans pit marshals demanded that
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some type of actual hinges be used. And they were limited to parts or equipment
they already had in the pits. Phil Remington quickly told some of the people in their
pit to surrender their leather belts. Crew members needed theirs to hold up their
pants so the belts were appropriated from Carroll Shelby and a couple of other
bench-warmers. Bill cut some slots in the roof section and started fabricating
“hinges” while Shelby complained that his belt was genuine alligator and had cost
over a hundred dollars. Someone (it’s not known who) suggested he send a bill to
Ford. The repairs were completed with massive amounts of silver racing tape and
the car went on to finish fourth. Bill left the Shelby Racing Company in 1968 and
went to Parnelli Jones’ Indy car team. He later worked for Roy Woods Racing and
then at All American Racers, working on Dan Gurney’s Eagles. After retiring from
racing he moved to Kingston, Washington. He began dealing with Alzheimer’s in
2007. Last year his health began to decline and he passed away at home.

DEAN JEFFERIES. 5/5/2013. Born in 1933, when he was young his family moved
from Iowa to Southern California, where his father found work as a mechanic. In the
1950s he joined the U.S. Army and was stationed in Germany. He saw fellow soldiers
and local German residents customizing motorcycles and discovered he had a talent
for pinstriping. When he got out of the service he returned to the Los Angeles area
and became involved with customs and race cars, doing pinstriping on the side. He
was very talented and that soon became full-time. He opened a pinstriping shop in
Lynwood and also did custom paint. He found himself in demand and went to Indi-
anapolis to paint helmets and pinstripe cars for some of the more famous drivers like
Troy Ruttman, Parnelli Jones, A.J. Foyt and Jim Rathmann. When Carroll Shelby
needed the first Cobra painted he went to Jeffries, who suggested a shade of yellow
that would look good under fluorescent lights. In return for the paint, Shelby gave
him a small block Cobra engine that eventually went into his most famous (thanks
to a cover on Hot Rod Magazine) show car, the Manta Ray. Jeffries’ reputation grew
and his business quickly expanded to building cars which were used in movies and
on television shows. A list would fill a book but among the best known were the Mon-
keemobile, the Green Hornet’s Black Beauty, the Moon Buggy seen in “Diamonds are

Forever” and the Landmaster used in
the 1977 film “Damnation Alley.” This
oversized, 12-wheel, armored RV was
parked for more than 20 years on the
property of Dean Jeffries Automotive
Styling, on Cahuenga Blvd. and visible
from the freeway heading to North Hol-
lywood. Jeffries longtime relationship
with A.J. Foyt resulted in their flying to
Dearborn in 1968 where they met with
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Ford racing boss Jacques Passino. They walked past GT40 P/109, a Spyder which had been raced, and it was just sitting there
in a storage building. Jeffries asked Passino if it was for sale and was told that since Ford no longer needed the car, he could
have it. Foyt gave Jeffries a couple of small block race engines. The GT40 became a long-term restoration project and as word
got around that he owned the car, a procession of wannabee buyers visited Jeffries’ shop. They became such a distraction that
as soon as someone mentioned the car, he would promptly throw them out. After he retired he began working on the car seri-
ously. He had recently been in declining health and passed away in his sleep. He was 80.

JOHN CHUN. 7/9/2013. John Chun’s was one of those “only in America” stories. He
was born in 1928 in what is now North Korea, although back then Korea was not di-
vided in two. He remembered standing in a port near his home, when he was seven
years-old, looking at an American freighter and thinking he would like to see Amer-
ica. He survived WWII, and at 22 and was accepted by Seoul Technical College. In-
stead of going to school he got a job as an interpreter with a U.S. Army ordnance
battalion. He had a natural mechanical aptitude and enjoyed working with weapons
and vehicles. He learned to drive a Jeep and eventually started his own subcontract-
ing company. But the lure of America was just too great. He briefly worked for North-
west Airlines while studying aviation technology. Lacking money to purchase an
airline ticket to the U.S. he was able to convince an airline executive to give him a
ticket which he would pay for once he got a job in America. Someone at the airline’s
headquarters in St. Paul, Minnesota approved the idea. In 1956 he was soon enrolled
in Sacramento City College studying engineering. His expertise in design was noted
by one of his professors who recommended that he study industrial design at the Art
Center College of Design in Los Angeles. He was eventually offered a scholarship by
General Motors but he turned it down, thinking he was not qualified. He was not
able to afford tuition so he went to work in a truck shop and attended school part
time. He graduated in 1967 and was interviewed by Fred Goodell. He was the only
one hired by Shelby American out of the entire class. Chun was ten years older than
his fellow chassmates.

At Shelby American he was given free
reign for designing the exterior pieces of
the new Shelby cars, 1967 through
1969. When the company reorganized
and moved to Michigan, Chun went
along and was hired by A.O.Smith. He
was still working under Fred Goodell.
Once the Shelby project ended, Chun
was hired by Chrysler. His experience at
Shelby was helpful and he had a hand
in designing the Plymouth Road Runner
and Dodge Challenger models. The high
Daytona wing was entirely his design.
He was part of a large layoff at Chrysler
in 1970 and accepted a job at Tonka
Toys in Minnesota. In 1975 he designed
the Bradley GT II, a fiberglass gullwing
coupe. Chun remained in Minnesota
after leaving the automotive world and
opened a Chinese restaurant and set-
tled into relative obscurity. Until a local
newspaper reporter visited his restau-
rant and heard his story. It resulted in
an article which quickly spread on the
Internet. In his 80s and fighting stom-
ach cancer, Chun attended a few Shelby
American reunions and was finally rec-
ognized for his design contributions. He
was 85 when he passed away.
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RICHARD MESSERSMITH. 8/9/2013. Richard led a charmed life and starting rac-
ing sports cars in the early 1960s. Seeking more speed, he soon purchased a small
block Cobra, CSX2525, which he modified for SCCA competition. When the 427 Cobra
was introduced, he immediately put in an order through Jack Loftus Ford in Hinsdale,
Illinois to purchase a competition version and traded in his 289. About the time
CSX3018 was completed, Dick flew to Southern California to attend the Carroll
Shelby School of High Performance Driving. After he graduated CSX3018 was shipped
back to the Chicago area. He raced it in SCCA events in the midwest for three years.
He sold the car but continued to race. When vintage racing became popular, he raced
in SVRA events. He has been a SAAC member for a long time and this past July Dick
attended SAAC-38 and spoke at the evening program about what it was like “back in
the day.” He was a cancer survivor and had purchased an aluminum Kirkham small
block FIA roadster. He had Kirkham do some work and they delivered it to him at
the convention. A few weeks after SAAC-38 Dick was involved in a motorcycle accident
and was seriously injured, breaking just about every bone in his body. He was placed
in a medically-induced coma and passed away from respiratory problems.

ROBERT L. TURNER. 8/24/2013.
Bob passed away in Crystal, Michigan.
He was 90. During WW II he served in
the Air Force in the Pacific and after
coming home he went to work in cen-
tral Michigan’s Montcalm County oil
fields. He went to A.O. Smith in 1954
and served as a production supervisor
during the 1968-1970 Shelby build.
Among the things he was responsible
for was the design and production of the 1969 Shelby center exhaust outlet. When A.O. Smith was bought by General Tire he
continued working for them until he retired in 1984.
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SCOTT CARPENTER. 10/10/2013. As anyone who has seen the movie “The Right
Stuff” knows, a lot was made of the seven Mercury astronauts. And deservedly so.
Manned space flight was an entirely new concept and we were going to strap these
guys, one at a time, into a rocket and blast it up into the great unknown. After a
steady diet of 1950s science fiction movies it was easy to imagine one of them coming
back with three heads. Thankfully nothing like this ever happened and within a gen-
eration, manned space flights became old hat. But those first seven, all military pi-
lots, were special. As a group they were competitive; that’s part of the astronaut
DNA. It’s how they rose to the top of the list to become astronauts. They flew jet
fighters in the air and on the ground they naturally gravitated to fast cars. In fact,
all seven were given special lease deals on Corvettes by a Chevrolet dealer near
Cape Canaveral (as well as family cars for their wives). And as legend goes, the Mer-

cury Seven were constantly racing each other on the local roads. Scott Carpenter was as competitive as the rest. In fact, he
found a way to get the upper hand when he bought a 427 Cobra, CSX3230. Instead of waiting for the car to be delivered, he
and his wife flew to LAX to take delivery and then drove back to NASA HQ in Houston. He had the car painted Metalflake
Royal Blue and while waiting for that to be done he was loaned another Cobra, CSX3127, a red Shelby American public rela-
tions car.  Carpenter’s original Cobra was stolen at one point and recovered minus the engine and transmission. He had a
460 cubic-inch engine installed, backed up by a Lincoln automatic transmission. He sold the car in 1972. Carpenter was born
in Boulder, Colorado and attended the University of Colorado studying aeronautical engineering. He was a test pilot in the
Navy and retired in 1969 after twenty years. He flew the second manned orbital flight in 1962 (he was the fourth American
into space). The flight in orbit had lasted almost five hours. The spacecraft overshot its landing position, causing momentary
concern at NASA until it was spotted in the water some 250 miles off target. Carpenter was the first astronaut to eat solid
food in space. He was also involved in the Navy’s SEALAB project and in 1965 spent 28 days living on the ocean floor off the
coast of California. He died on October 10, 2013 from complications from a stroke. He was 88.


